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Abstract: Given the pursuit of long-term decarbonisation targets, future power systems face the
task of integrating the renewable power and providing flexible backup production capacity. Due to
its general ability to be dispatched, hydropower offers unique features and a backup production
option not to be neglected, especially when taking the flexibility potential of multireservoir systems
into account. Adequate hydropower representations are a necessity when analysing future power
markets and aggregation methods are crucial for overcoming computational challenges. However,
a major issue is that the aggregation must not be a too flexible representation. In a first step, a novel
equivalent hydro system model implementation including a possibility to integrate pumping capacity
and appropriate handling of multiple water paths (hydraulic coupling) by making use of an ex-ante
optimisation is proposed. In a second step, a clustered equivalent hydro system model implementation
employing k-means clustering is presented. A comparison of both aggregation approaches against
the detailed reference system shows that both aggregated model variants yield significant reductions
in computation time while keeping an adequate level of accuracy for a highly decarbonised power
system scenario in Europe. The aggregation methods can easily be applied in different model types
and may also be helpful in the stochastic case.

Keywords: hydropower; aggregation; power market modelling; long-term scenarios; decarbonisation;
sector-coupling; multi-energy markets

1. Introduction

1.1. Role of Hydropower in Future Power Systems

Pursuing its long-term decarbonisation targets, Europe’s power systems will be increasingly shaped
by renewable power generation from wind power and solar photovoltaics. Given the fluctuating nature
of these generation technologies, the future power system faces the task of integrating the renewable
power and providing flexible backup production capacity from conventional power sources.

Although hydroelectric resources are mostly tapped into and its generation capacity is not
expected to experience large-scale expansions, it can be assumed that renewable generation from
hydropower is going to persist and continue playing an important role in future power systems. Due to
its general ability to be dispatched, hydropower offers unique features and a backup production option
not to be neglected. While still being subject to weather-dependent phenomena, i.e., variations of
natural inflow, hydropower systems with storage reservoirs can provide valuable short- to long-term
system flexibility, particularly cascaded multireservoir hydro valleys. Additionally, the availability of
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pumping capacity in hydropower systems adds a further degree of operational freedom. Hence, it is
essential to adequately address hydropower when analysing future power systems.

1.2. Implications for Power Market Models

In the context of power systems, crucial tasks such as price forecasting, operation planning,
analysis of the security of supply and investment analysis require sophisticated hydro-thermal market
simulation and optimisation models. Depending on the area and focus of the analysis, a large number
of hydro plants and reservoirs can severely amplify the market model complexity, e.g., in the Nordic
and Alpine regions in Europe. This is particularly the case for cascaded multireservoir systems which
are subject to uncertain natural inflows and require simultaneous operational decisions for each
reservoir in the system [1].

As a consequence, market models with an ample geographical scope mostly rely on aggregated
representations of the relevant hydro systems. Since the European power market will see stronger
coupling and experience larger quantities of non-dispatchable renewable generation from wind
and solar, these market modelling challenges are only becoming more difficult. At the same time,
however, capturing short-, medium-, and long-term dynamics, including those of hydropower systems,
is essential when analysing the need for future system flexibility and its implications.

1.3. Aggregation Methods in Power Market Models

Facing the challenge of solving high-dimensional optimisation problems, aggregation methods
which develop auxiliary models with reduced complexity, but, at the same time, providing good
approximations of the original problem can be instrumental [2]. There are various reasons for using
aggregation approaches in operations research, as pointed out in [3]. In this context, a lack of reliable
micro-level data for building a detailed model, the possibility of obtaining results at different levels of
detail, as well as reducing the inherent computational burden are the most relevant among them.

A major challenge is that the aggregation must not be a too flexible representation in the power
market model. For instance, a lump sum hydropower formulation as was used in [4] can yield
flexibility overestimations of the power system, which can be problematic when analysing grid or
generation capacity expansion planning problems.

1.4. Previous Work on Hydro System Aggregation

Ultimately, the challenges outlined above amount to the general and well known problem
of determining the optimum operation of a multireservoir hydro system, particularly long-term
operation [5]. As numerous computer simulations models were developed and applied within many
river basins over the last decades, e.g., [6,7], the task of making rational operational decisions for
reservoir systems has been extensively studied. Nowadays, various solution strategies for customised
reservoir system optimisation problems exist and are being further developed [8].

Of particular interest is the previous work that has been carried out to identify seasonal operation
strategies for multireservoir systems by using state aggregation approaches [9]. More specifically,
the concept of a composite or equivalent reservoir model for the hydro system becomes necessary
because a complexity reduction of the model is inevitable. By aggregating a hydro system with multiple
interconnected hydraulic reservoirs into a single equivalent reservoir, this method tries to construct a
suitable mathematical model producing the same water outputs as would be produced by the original
hydro system. According to [10], this idea and its underlying principle of simplifying the complex
multireservoir hydropower systems originates from [11]. In a similar manner and with a focus on the
total hydro generation rather than the allocation among the various hydro plants, a composite model is
put forward representing the main characteristics and capabilities of the original hydro system in [12].

Dynamic programming has been widely used to solve operational optimisation problems of
hydropower systems [2]. As one important drawback, these programs can suffer from the curse
of dimensionality, which is particularly true for systems with multiple interconnected hydraulic
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reservoirs [13]. To overcome the dimensionality problem in dynamic programming, the aggregation of
all reservoirs into an equivalent reservoir (state aggregation) was, according to [8], first used by [14].
After obtaining the optimised operation schedule of the aggregated reservoir it is translated into
individual policies for each reservoir bound by the aggregate solution.

In [15], this concept is extended to stochastic dynamic programming by using an equivalent
reservoir representation of a large-scale hydropower system with stochastic inflows. Using a space-time
aggregation-disaggregation procedure, this approach has, for instance, been applied to the real-time
operation of a four-reservoir system in Venezuela by [16].

On a more general note, [10] outlines three guiding principles of disaggregation-aggregation
for identifying the optimal operation of a multireservoir system. To be more specific, the resulting
sub-problems of these principles have been summarised by [17] as:

1. formulating a single equivalent hydro system model representing the multireservoir system,
2. determining the optimal operation of such a single equivalent hydro system model,
3. disaggregating such optimal operation into the operation of the original multireservoir system.

Regarding the third sub-problem of disaggregation, reference [13] presented a non-linear
disaggregation technique for the operation of multireservoir systems incorporating neural networks
and compared it to a principal component analysis technique. In [18], a hierarchical procedure based
marginal values is used to disaggregate the hydropower production among the aggregated rivers of
a 26 reservoir system. With that in mind, the disaggregation task is of lower priority in this context,
particularly when long-term analyses are carried out, see Section 1.2. This is because achieving
computationally efficient aggregations to reasonably capture their flexibility contribution is of greater
importance than the scheduling decisions of individual plants.

More recently, research on extending the equivalent hydro system model has examined the
possible gains of using a model with not one but two stations linked together to represent a larger
system [19], and of incorporating hydraulically coupled sub-systems [20]. Using different hydro
reservoir characteristics, such as the duration to empty the reservoir and the possibility of pumping,
when building the equivalent hydro system models is referred to in [21]. Here, three independent
aggregated reservoirs to calculate Bellman functions [22] for hydraulic reservoirs. Based on a serially
linked two-stage reservoir system in [17], an aggregation/disaggregation technique is discussed in [2]
to mitigate dimensionality problems in analysing multireservoir systems by means of a hypothetical
composite reservoir.

An alternative method based on the stochastic dual dynamic programming approach (SDDP) was
developed in [23], which overcomes the dimensionality problem so that large-scale systems can be
investigated [24].

Contrary to the bottom-up approaches mentioned above, two top-down approaches for
representing European hydropower in power system models have been studied in [25,26].

In summary, while some research has been carried out on aggregated models for multireservoir
systems, no studies have been found which evaluate different levels of aggregation on the European
power system level. As a notable exception, [9] examines the influence of the involved simplification
procedures on the results obtained from equivalent reservoir models of the São Francisco River
Hydroelectric System in Brazil by comparing them to those obtained from an operational optimisation
model considering the individual reservoir characteristics. In [27], two power market models,
one simplified and one detailed, are used to model possible balancing responses of Norwegian
hydropower to a wind-driven exchange pattern for various amounts of exchange capacity.

What remains unclear is how a bottom-up aggregation approach based on detailed hydro systems,
i.e., reservoir, plant, and interconnection data, can be adequately built and used to represent the entire
hydropower complex in Europe, and what implications these aggregation measures can have on the
results from power market analysis models.

Of equal importance is the fact that existing aggregation techniques are not well adapted to
new challenges introduced by the system changes mentioned in Section 1.1. A larger share of new
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renewable energy, stronger coupling of market areas within Europe, and the potential for large-scale
pumped storage enhance the weaknesses of the existing aggregation methods. The operation of
pumped storage plants, often as part of cascaded multireservoir systems, has to be properly addressed
in aggregated hydro system model formulations. For instance, pump operations in the aggregated
EMPS model [7] rely on rule-based decisions resulting in potentially inadequate pumping strategies.

As a result of the above, computationally efficient aggregation methods improving the model
properties in general and specifically with regard to the new market and system challenges in
decarbonised energy systems are essential and need to be investigated.

1.5. Main Contributions

The main contributions of this article can be summarised as:

• bottom-up data base for hydropower systems across Europe comprising detailed hydro plant and
reservoir information,

• natural inflow model relying only on basic prerequisite hydro reservoir data,
• novel equivalent hydro system model implementation including a possibility to integrate

pumping capacity and adequate handling of multiple water paths (hydraulic coupling) by making
use of an ex-ante optimisation,

• novel clustered equivalent hydro system model implementation employing k-means clustering,
• comparison and evaluation of both the equivalent and clustered equivalent hydro system model

formulations with the detailed reference hydro system for a highly decarbonised power system
scenario in Europe, in which flexibility is a key aspect.

In the remaining part of this article, Section 2 describes the bottom-up hydro reservoir and plant
data base, and explains the natural inflow model. Serving as the reference representation throughout this
analysis, the detailed hydro system model is presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the first level
of aggregation by presenting the equivalent hydro system model. Employing a clustering technique,
Section 5 proposes an additional level of aggregation to reduce the computational burden even further.
In Section 6, both aggregation approaches are tested and evaluated against the detailed reference model
in a case study. Section 7 discusses the obtained results and Section 8 concludes the study.

2. Hydropower Data Base and Inflow Model

2.1. Hydro Reservoir and Plant Data

Through a process of collecting and combining publicly available information, an extensive
data base of all in all 734 hydro systems across Europe’s major market areas has been established.
The underlying sources of information range from a large number of published reports, e.g., [28–30],
spreadsheets, e.g., [31,32], and interactive maps, e.g., [33–35], on a federal and regional level,
to individual operator’s hydro plant information provided on websites, e.g., [36,37]. Note that the data
set includes existing hydro systems as well as substantiated future hydropower projects.

Regarding hydro plants, the data base comprises essential structural data, i.e., power rating,
turbine type, (net) head, historical or expected average annual energy production, as well as
information about market area participation. The latter information is particularly relevant for
cross-border power plants participating in more than one market area, or plants located in one
market area but generating or consuming their power in another. The hydro reservoir data includes
active reservoir volume, reservoir stage, as well as spillage target information. Information about the
interconnection of hydro reservoirs and plants was determined for each system and implemented in a
flexible object-oriented MATLAB, R2016a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) environment.

For all hydro plants and reservoirs, geographic locations have been gathered. Figure 1 illustrates
their spatial coverage across the considered market areas in Europe. From the map, it can be seen that
the majority of hydro systems in Europe is located in Scandinavia, the Alps, and the Iberian Peninsula.
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Hydro plant

Hydro reservoir

Market area

Figure 1. Map of detailed hydro plants (2660 in total) and hydro reservoirs (3307 in total) across the
covered market areas in Europe.

In most market areas, a large number of hydropower plants exists with only a small turbine
capacity, frequently below 10 MW. Because the available information for these systems is sparse,
at best, the small hydropower plants are aggregated in each market area and considered as a generic
conventional hydro storage system, or a generic run-of-the-river hydro system, or both. Exceptions are
of course small hydro plants which already belong to a bigger hydro system.

2.2. Hydro System Classification

It is important to acknowledge the structural differences in hydro systems since they can have a
significant impact on the applicability of aggregation techniques. More specifically, the way of how
cascaded reservoirs are interconnected, as well as the presence of pumping capacities between those
reservoirs, make the application of aggregation methods more complex and, therefore, cannot be
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ignored. To better understand and distinguish the decisive features, a classification of hydro systems is
presented in Figure 2.
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Reservoir Turbine Pump-turbine 

Figure 2. Classification of multistage reservoir systems into serial, branched, parallel, and
parallel-branched hydro systems.

Beside one-stage hydro systems with only one separate upper reservoir, multistage reservoir
systems are categorised in serial, branched, parallel, and parallel-branched systems in this context. Note that
all system classifications can contain turbines, pumped hydro turbines, or pumps in any combination.

Serial systems commonly follow natural river beds to end up in big inland water bodies or estuaries.
These systems mainly differ in the composition of reservoir capacities and natural inflow volumes.

Branched systems exist if multiple reservoirs are connected to one reservoir. Typically, these system
configurations occur in mountainous regions where snow and water accumulate in elevated catchment
areas and confluence during the descent. Less frequently, branched systems can split up in the
intermediate or final stages.

Parallel systems imply a parallel interconnection of hydro reservoirs and plants. In many cases,
large reservoirs exhibit several connected hydro plants enabling the water to take different downstream
paths. The parallel paths are not necessarily limited to a step of one stage and can exhibit different
lengths, i.e., reservoir stages. Regarding the aggregation approach, capturing these opportunities poses
a significant challenge, see also [20].

Parallel-branched systems are the most complex systems as they show branched and parallel
characteristics at the same time.

2.3. Natural Inflow Model

As with structural parameters characterising hydro plants and reservoirs in general, public
availability of reservoir inflow data is particularly difficult. It often is the operator’s proprietary
information or the data is not centrally gathered and managed, as is especially the case with smaller
hydropower systems. Even if in some cases reservoir inflow data can be acquired, its temporal
resolution or the necessary time span might be insufficient.

For the purpose of this study, a generic approach needs to be employed yielding natural inflow
profiles of each single hydro reservoir in the considered market areas. To be more specific, the main
idea is to use historical runoff data in order to create reservoir-specific normalised inflow profiles
which are then adjusted to individual hydro plant production data.

The historical runoff data is based on the global atmospheric reanalysis ERA-Interim produced by
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [38].It covers the period from
1979 onward and continues being extended forward, generating gridded data of three-hourly surface
parameters among others (for a detailed description of the ERA-Interim model, data and assimilation
method see [39]).
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ERA-Interim’s runoff parameter is measured in m of water and can be obtained on a
0.125◦ × 0.125◦ latitude/longitude grid. The availability of spatially distributed data allows the
creation of site-specific normalised runoff profiles matching the reservoir’s surrounding conditions.
Based on the reservoir’s geographic location, an initial cubic spatial interpolation of the available
runoff data points is carried out. This is followed by a cubic temporal interpolation to obtain hourly
data from the three-hourly data set for each considered historical climate reference years (2000–2013 in
this case).

After determining a hydro reservoir’s normalised runoff profiles for the given set of meteorological
reference years, the second crucial step involves adjusting these to the historical or expected (new plants)
production data for all hydro plants connected to this reservoir. In the detailed hydro representation,
the resulting inflow profile qN

hjt for a given meteorological reference year is to resemble the corresponding

amount of water flowing into the reservoir (hm3/h), which can be used for hydroelectric production
in that year. A hydro plant’s detailed production data is rarely accessible for a full range of historical
years, but an average annual energy generation figure can often be found or derived from published
data. To determine the annual inflow variations, these average annual energy generation values are
combined with the variations gathered from ERA-Interim’s total annual runoff data.

Since the natural inflow volumes are determined on an individual hydro reservoir basis,
this approach can lead to over-estimations in a multireservoir system. For instance, if an upstream
reservoir receives more water than the subsequent reservoir stage needs to produce its electricity,
only a share of the water can remain in the considered hydro system. Therefore, a system conservation
coefficient κhj ∈ [0, 1] is determined based on the annual amounts of inflowing water (qN

hit), indicating
this share.

In Figure 3, the resulting natural inflow profiles for a hydro reservoir in Spain and Norway are
shown for 14 meteorological reference years.
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Figure 3. Simulated hourly natural inflow profiles of two exemplary hydro reservoirs in Spain and
Norway for the meteorological years 2000–2013 (February break indicates missing day of data for
non-leap years).

3. Detailed Hydro System Model

3.1. Hydraulic Coupling

Before introducing the detailed hydro system model it is important to recognise the possibility of
hydraulically coupled reservoir configurations. If two or more reservoirs are either coupled through
a tunnel or channel, or connected to a common up- or downstream hydro plant (parallel plant
connections), the water flow distribution is an optimisation result and needs to be treated as a decision
variable, see Figure 4a.
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of parallel up- and downstream hydro plant connections; and (b)
overview of the detailed hydro reservoir model.

3.2. Detailed Model Formulation

Besides the natural inflow, the detailed reservoir has many potential up- and downstream in- and
outflow connections due to turbine, pump, and spillage links which need to be taken into account,
see Figure 4b.

Based on the principle of continuity, Equation (1) ensures the balance of each hydro reservoir’s
active storage level

shjt′ = shjt + qN
hjt +

IUS
hj

∑
i

Khij

∑
k

qT
hikt · κhj −

IDS
hj

∑
i

Khij

∑
k

qT
hikt −

IUS
hj

∑
i

Khij

∑
k

qP
hikt +

IDS
hj

∑
i

Khij

∑
k

qP
hikt +

JUS
hj

∑̂
j

qS
hĵjt · κhj −

JDS
hj

∑̂
j

qS
hjĵt ∀h, j, t (1)

where IUS
hj and IDS

hj denote the subsets of all upstream (US) and downstream (DS) hydro plants directly

connected to hydro reservoir j of hydro system h, respectively. Similarly, the subsets JUS
hj and JDS

hj
contain all upstream and downstream hydro reservoirs directly connected through spillage to hydro
reservoir j of hydro system h, respectively. Note that evaporation is not considered here.

In all time steps, the reservoir storage belongs to the set of admissible storage volume, which is
defined by Equation (2).

smin
hj ≤ shjt ≤ smax

hj ∀h, j, t (2)

For the purpose of this study, the hydro system operation is carried out for an annual cycle, i.e.,
a full consecutive year in hourly resolution. Hence, Equation (3) ensures that the active storage volume
complies with initial and final values which do not necessarily have to be equal.

shjt1 = sinitial
hj shjt|T|+1

≥ sfinal
hj ∀h, j (3)

Moreover, the amount of spilled water cannot be negative, implying that

0 ≤ qS
hjĵt ĵ ∈ JDS

hj ∀h, j, t (4)

As denoted in Equations (5) and (6), the turbine and pump energy conversion coefficients describe
a hydro plant’s out- and input behaviour in a very simple linear form with a constant head:

πT
hik =

1
3600

· γ · g · hT
hik · η

T
hi ∀h, i, k (5)

πP
hik =

1
3600

· γ · g · hP
hik ·

1
ηP

hi
∀h, i, k (6)

Whereas in reality the efficiency of the plant will depend on its discharge and varying head,
thereby rendering the hydroelectric production function non-linear, a constant energy equivalent
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coefficient for both turbine and pump units is assumed in this context. This implies that the
hydroelectric generation and consumption in Equations (7) and (8) are only proportional to the
water discharge and intake, respectively.

xT
hit =

Khi

∑
k

πT
hik · q

T
hikt ∀h, i, t (7)

xP
hit =

Khi

∑
k

πP
hik · q

P
hikt ∀h, i, t (8)

In view of the data availability and the purpose of this model, the simplification above is deemed
reasonable. Importantly, it is then possible to quantify an amount of water in energy units (MWh) [40],
which is vital for the aggregation approach [12].

In Equations (9) and (10), the constraints limit the hydro plant’s turbine generation and pump
consumption of electrical energy.

xT,min
hi ≤ xT

hit ≤ xT,max
hi ∀h, i, t (9)

xP,min
hi ≤ xP

hit ≤ xP,max
hi ∀h, i, t (10)

4. Equivalent Hydro System Model

4.1. Assumptions

Before introducing the aggregation approach of a multireservoir hydroelectric system, it is
mandatory to highlight the underlying assumptions which, in accordance with [15], are:

1. The amount of electrical energy generated or consumed by any power plant i in period t is a
constant times the discharge or intake, see Equations (7) and (8).

2. The optimal operating policy of hydro system h is such that spillage will not occur in period t or
will occur at every reservoir j of the hydro system h, and a shortage of water will not occur in
period t or will occur in every reservoir j of the river.

4.2. Conversion Coefficients

Based on the assumptions above, an equivalent one-dam representation of each hydro system h
can be built. To aggregate the reservoirs of a hydro system, it suffices to convert the water stored at each
plant into its at-site and downstream generating capability and to sum over all plants. As this concept
has been well established, e.g., in [12,15,18], the following part describes the conversion coefficients
with a crucial level of implementational detail becoming necessary when not only dealing with serially
linked hydro systems.

Particular attention has to be paid if the water being released from reservoir j can take more than
one downstream path, either through different hydro plants i or different parallel plant connections k
of one hydro plant, see Figures 2 and 4.

It is suggested in [18] to assume that the water always takes the downstream path which maximises
the potential energy. However, this paradigm can lead to significant overestimations, e.g., of the energy
inflow, while building the equivalent model. Given a reservoir with two downstream paths, one exhibiting
a higher conversion coefficient than the other, but only a small discharge capacity compared to the second
one, the tendency to overestimate by always taking the first path becomes obvious.

Moreover, unavoidable spillage of single hydro reservoirs appearing in the detailed model must
be factored in, since this effect will presumably be neglected by the equivalent hydro system model.

Therefore, a novel way of determining the conversion coefficients at each reservoir with multiple
paths is required, especially if no detailed historical production data is available. To that end, the weighted
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average turbine conversion coefficient, measured in MWh/hm3, is introduced for hydro reservoir j of
hydro system h. It can be denoted as

πT
hj =

IDS
hj

∑
i

Khij

∑
k

φT
hik ·

(
πT

hik + πT
hĵhik
· κhĵhik

)
∀h, j (11)

where ĵhik refers to the hydro reservoir directly connected to downstream path k of hydro plant i from
hydro reservoir j, and φT

hik is the downstream path distribution coefficient which is represented by a
constant weight, indicating how much water will be discharged through the corresponding path.

Thus, the weights of all potential downstream paths of hydro reservoir j in hydro system h must
sum up to one:

IDS
hj

∑
i

Khij

∑
k

φT
hik = 1 ∀h, j (12)

Note the recursive nature of Equation (11) for which the recursive term πT
hĵhik

diminishes in every
last stage of the recursion tree, or, in this context, for every final reservoir at the end of a downstream
path in hydro system h. Given the purpose of the system conservation coefficient in Equation (1), κhj
has to be taken into account when determining the average turbine conversion coefficient as well.

With that in mind, it has remained unclear how the downstream path distribution coefficient can
be determined. In Equation (13), it is defined as the ratio of the accumulated amount of water being
discharged during all considered time steps through one downstream path versus all possible paths
leaving hydro reservoir j:

φT
hik =

∑T
t qT∗

hikt

∑
IDS
hj

i ∑
Khij
k ∑T

t qT∗
hikt

∀h, i, k (13)

Here qT∗
hikt represents a known turbine discharge which can either be obtained from historical data,

or, recalling the general applicability of the pursued aggregation approach, be retrieved from solving
the optimisation problem proposed in Equation (14).

For each detailed hydro system h, the optimisation problem maximising the overall hydroelectric
output is considered as

maximise
T

∑
t

Ih

∑
i

xT
hit − xP

hit

subject to Equations (1) to (10),
(14)

where it is assumed that the hydro system operator tries to maximise its net turbine generation over
the time horizon in question.

4.3. Equivalent Model Types

Before going into the formulations of the equivalent hydro system model, it is convenient to
review the proposed model types that can become necessary to feature various configurations of
detailed hydro systems. As shown in Figure 5, four different types of the equivalent hydro system
model can be distinguished from each other.
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Figure 5. Four equivalent hydro system model types.

The basic model type (a) represents a hydro system with one or more reservoirs which are only
connected by conventional hydro turbines and spillage flows. Hence, aside from storing or spilling
the natural energy inflow, it is only able to generate electricity (i.e., a conventional hydro storage or
run-of-the-river system).

By including pumping capability, the extended model type (b) allows the equivalent model to also
consume and store electricity. To not overestimate the flexibility of pumped-hydro storage, a second
synthetic reservoir (dashed) is introduced to additionally limit the pump and pumped hydro turbine
utilisation. Note that the conventional hydro turbine capacity (T) is distinguished from the pumped
hydro turbine capacity (PT).

The pump-only model type is a special case since it is only applicable if the detailed hydro reservoir
system does not feature any conventional hydro turbine capacity, or storage, for that matter. Thus,
there is no need for an additional synthetic reservoir because the main reservoir already captures
the full energy shifting potential. Depending on whether this model type possesses a natural inflow,
two model types, either (c) or (d), have to be considered.

4.4. Equivalent Model Formulation

By using the conversion coefficients from Section 4.2, the amount of potential energy stored in the
equivalent reservoir of hydro system h can be written as

sht =
Jh

∑
j

shjt · πT
hj ∀h, t (15)

where the equivalent reservoir level is subject to the lower and upper bounds:

smin
h ≤ sht ≤ smax

h ∀h, t (16)

In the case of the extended equivalent hydro system model type, the storage capacity of the second
synthetic hydro reservoir must only account for the detailed hydro reservoirs with pumping capacity
connected to them. Hence, the subset of all pumped storage hydro reservoirs is defined as

JP
h =

{
j ∈ Jh | IDS

hj ∩ IP
h 6= ∅

}
∀h (17)

where IDS
hj is the subset of all downstream (DS) hydro plants directly connected to hydro reservoir j,

and IP
h the subset of all hydro plants with pumping capacity of hydro system h, defined as

IP
h =

{
i ∈ Ih | xP,max

hi > 0
}

∀h (18)

Moreover, the equivalent pumped storage level of a detailed hydro reservoir j is determined
by the maximum conversion coefficient difference π∆

hj between its own average turbine conversion

coefficient πT
hj and the turbine conversion coefficients of its directly connected downstream reservoirs:
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sP
ht =

JP
h

∑
j

shjt · π∆
hj ∀h, t (19)

with
π∆

hj = max
ĵhik

(
πT

hj − πT
hĵhik
· κhĵhik

)
i ∈ IDS

hj , k ∈ Khij (20)

where ĵhik and κhĵhik
are in line with Equation (11), and the upper and lower storage level bounds

correspond to Equation (16):
sP,min

h ≤ sP
ht ≤ sP,max

h ∀h, t (21)

The natural inflow of potential energy to the equivalent reservoir of hydro system h is

qN
ht =

Jh

∑
j

qN
hjt · π

T
hj −

JDS
hj

∑̂
j

qS∗
hjĵt ·

(
πT

hj − πT
hĵ · κhĵ

) ∀h, t (22)

where qS∗
hjĵt

is the unavoidable spillage resulting from the maximisation in Equation (14) and yielding a

loss of potential energy between the spilling reservoir j and the spillage target reservoir ĵ. Accordingly,
the equivalent inflow to the pumped storage reservoir of the extended model type can be formulated as

qPN
ht =

JP
h

∑
j

qN
hjt · π

∆
hj −

JDS
hj

∑̂
j

qS∗
hjĵt ·

(
πT

hj − πT
hĵ · κhĵ

) ∀h, t (23)

which only accounts for the pumped storage reservoirs (JP
h ), and credits their inflow by π∆

hj from
Equation (20).

As with the detailed model, the spillage cannot be negative, which is ensured by the
following constraints

0 ≤ qS
ht 0 ≤ qPS

ht ∀h, t (24)

where the main difference is that only one equivalent spillage variable qS
ht is necessary for the whole

hydro system. The additional pumped hydro spillage variable qPS
ht is only required for the extended

model type.
Note that sht, sP

ht, qN
ht, qPN

ht , qS
ht and qPS

ht are no longer measured in the amount of water (hm3) but
the amount of potential energy (MWh).

Since the hydraulic interconnection information within the hydro systems becomes obsolete in
the explicit equivalent hydro system model formulation, only the energy in- and output variables need
to be considered:

xT
ht =

Ih\IPT
h

∑
i

xT
hi , xT,min

ht ≤ xT
ht ≤ xT,max

ht ∀h, t (25)

xPT
ht =

IPT
h

∑
i

xT
hi , xPT,min

ht ≤ xPT
ht ≤ xPT,max

ht ∀h, t (26)

xP
ht =

IP
h

∑
i

xP
hi , xP,min

ht ≤ xP
ht ≤ xP,max

ht ∀h, t (27)

Here, the subset of all hydro plants with pumped hydro turbine capacity is

IPT
h =

{
i ∈ IDS

hj | j ∈ JP
h

}
∀h (28)
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and is therefore not limited to the set defined by Equation (18), and rather includes all hydro plants
directly connected downstream to all pumped storage reservoirs of a hydro system h, implying that
their conventional turbine capacity can be used in a pump-turbine cycle.

In accordance with Equation (1), the active equivalent reservoir level becomes

sht′ = sht + qN
ht − xT

ht − xPT
ht + xP

ht · η
P
h − qS

ht − qPS
ht ∀h, t (29)

Similarly, the active storage level of the synthetic reservoir is denoted by

sP
ht′ = sP

ht + qPN
ht − xPT

ht + xP
ht · η

P
h − qPS

ht ∀h, t (30)

which is only relevant for the extended model type.
In both equivalent reservoir balance equations, the equivalent pump conversion coefficient is

denoted as

ηP
h =

1

∑
IP
h

i xP,max
hi

JP
h

∑
j

IP
h ∩IDS

hj

∑
i

KUS
hij

∑
k

xP,max
hi
|Khi|

·
π∆

hj

πP
hik

∀h (31)

where KUS
hij is the set of all downstream paths of pumped hydro plant i with an upstream connection to

pumped hydro reservoir j, which is not to be confused with Khi denoting the set of all parallel paths
of pumped hydro plant i, see Equation (10). The inner two sums essentially determine an equivalent
pump conversion coefficient for each pumped storage reservoir j ∈ JP

h , proportional to the installed
downstream pump capacity, and not disregarding potential parallel paths. The outer sum adds up the
weighted equivalent pump conversion coefficients of every pumped storage reservoir which is then
divided by the equivalent maximum pump capacity, presented in Equation (27).

In contrast to Equation (6), the equivalent pump conversion coefficient ηP
h describes the losses

incurred during the entire pump and turbine operation cycle. Because the upper bound of sP
ht

is evaluated by the average turbine conversion coefficient in Equation (19), the combination of
the equivalent pumped storage capacity and the equivalent pump conversion coefficient do not
overestimate the overall pump cycle potential.

5. Clustered Equivalent Hydro System Model

Depending on the application, the equivalent hydro system model can already provide a sufficient
reduction of complexity and computational burden. For instance, this is the case if the geographical
scope only requires a small number of detailed, but highly complex hydro systems. However, since
many applications, such as analysing the European power system, require the representation of a
multitude of hydropower systems (see Figure 1), further aggregation can be necessary.

To that end, the core idea of the clustered equivalent hydro system model is to harness the fact that
the instances of the uniforming model formulations in Section 4 can exhibit very similar characteristics.
By clustering and merging these equivalent hydro units according to their coherent features, a further
aggregation can be achieved.

Note that the model formulation of Section 4.4 remains the same, only the number of equivalent
model instances is reduced.

5.1. Clustering Criteria

To identify the similarities among the equivalent hydro units, a set of four clustering criteria
is used.

The first criterion is the inflow pattern of all relevant equivalent hydro units, i.e., the equivalent
natural inflow profiles qN

ht. Their similarity is taken into account by explicitly including the normalised
temporal sequences in the input data of the clustering process. By employing corresponding weights,
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the overall impact of the inflow pattern criterion is limited to an even contribution among the other
active clustering criteria.

Determining the hydro reservoir’s ability to store natural inflow, the degree of regulation criterion
is defined as

αh =
smax

h

∑T
t qN

ht

∀h (32)

Determining the overall active storage capacity of an equivalent hydro system, the storage turbine
ratio criterion is defined as

βT
h =

smax
h

xT,max
h

∀h (33)

Determining the active storage capacity available for pumping of an equivalent hydro system, the
storage pump ratio criterion is defined as

βP
h =

sP,max
h

xP,max
h

∀h (34)

According to Table 1, the criteria being active in the clustering process differ depending on the
model type.

Table 1. Model types and active criteria when clustering equivalent hydro models (active criteria
indicated by •).

Model Type Inflow Pattern αh βT
h βP

h

Basic • • • -
Extended • • • •

Pump-only with inflow • • • •
Pump-only without inflow - - • •

The clustering process is carried out for each equivalent model type in each considered market
area in Europe. Depending on a market area’s structure of hydro systems, the clustering step can yield
a varying degree of aggregation benefits. For instance, a market area with numerous hydro systems,
each consisting only of a few hydro reservoirs and plants, will result in the same number of equivalent
hydro systems, still leaving some aggregation opportunity for the clustering process. Conversely,
a market area with only a few hydro systems, each composed of multiple hydro reservoirs and plants,
experiences the main aggregation benefits while building the equivalent hydro system model and does
not present much additional potential for aggregation (see the number of detailed hydro reservoirs
and plants compared to the number of equivalent and clustered equivalent hydro systems in Table 2).

It has to be mentioned that hydro systems with a total turbine capacity below a minimum
threshold of either 0.2 % of the market area’s total installed capacity (relative threshold) or 10 MW
(absolute threshold) are left out of the clustering process to avoid distortions. After the clustering
procedure, those small hydro systems are allocated to the centroid closest to them.
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Table 2. Hydropower characteristics for all three model variants based on the collected bottom-up data for all considered market areas across Europe.

Market Area
Total Capacity in GW Total Storage Capacity in TWh Number of

Turbine (T) Pumped Hydro Pump Equivalent Equivalent Detailed Detailed Equivalent Clustered eq.
Turbine (PT) (P) Storage+ Pumped Storage+ Hydro Plants Hydro Reservoirs Hydro Systems Hydro Systems

AUT 8.32 5.54 4.49 (3.21) (1.02) 176 236 61 14
BEL 0.11 1.30 1.20 (0.02) (0.01) 13 24 11 3
CHE 12.30 6.50 5.51 (10.12) (2.10) 153 207 68 16
CZE 1.09 1.15 1.13 (0.34) (0.03) 23 38 15 6
DEU 4.67 10.12 8.88 (0.48) (0.11) 150 185 40 9
ESP 11.44 10.81 9.19 (17.58) (3.60) 405 458 94 18
FIN 3.23 - - (5.22) - 113 133 27 7
FRA 18.11 6.08 4.82 (8.53) (0.74) 296 358 56 14
GBR 1.34 4.14 3.90 (1.41) (0.08) 64 88 22 12
HUN 0.07 - - (<0.01) - 4 8 4 2
IRL 0.24 0.72 0.72 (0.09) (<0.01) 14 24 10 6
ITA 15.87 6.84 6.87 (11.63) (0.32) 484 608 137 15
LUX 0.05 - - (<0.01) (<0.01) * 5 6 3 2
NLD 0.05 - - (<0.01) - 5 10 5 2
NOR 30.51 1.37 1.04 (82.41) (2.36) 382 500 120 20
POL 0.55 1.76 1.65 (0.12) (0.05) 18 32 14 9
PRT 5.19 4.22 3.28 (4.66) (0.92) 65 70 13 8
SVK 1.85 1.62 1.62 (0.63) (0.06) 34 42 9 5
SVN 1.57 0.58 0.62 (0.02) (<0.01) 35 37 4 2
SWE 16.34 - - (32.16) - 221 243 21 7

ALL 132.90 62.74 54.89 (178.64) (11.42) 2660 3307 734 177
+Total storage and pump storage capacity figures can merely be used as an indication since structural and inflow information is vital to the allocation of storage capacity among the
hydro systems in one market area. * The pump storage reservoir capacity is geographically located in market area LUX, but the total pump turbine and pump capacities participate
in market area DEU.
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5.2. Clustering Algorithm

Finding appropriate clusters in data sets is a standard problem which has been approached by
a variety of methods. Here, the common k-means clustering technique using the squared Euclidean
distance is employed. It is an iterative data-partitioning algorithm [41] (or Lloyd’s algorithm [42])
assigning n observations to exactly one of k clusters defined by centroids. Through this process,
subsets of the full data set are created and the centroid of each subset corresponds to the mean of all
measurements belonging to it.

As the number of clusters needs to be chosen beforehand, the clustering algorithm is run for
multiple numbers, after which a knee-point detection is used. Finding good local minimums is ensured
by repeating the clustering several times (100 replicates). Moreover, it is important to standardise the
values of the criteria to a specific range in the preprocessing stage of the clustering procedure. In this
context, the z-score standardisation method is used.

To give an illustration, Figure 6 depicts the clustering results for the basic model type, i.e.,
run-of-the-river and conventional storage hydro systems with natural inflow, in Norway (climate
reference year 2011).
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Figure 6. Clustering results for the basic clustering category in market area NOR.

Note that, for the sake of clarity, the inflow pattern criterion is not shown in this diagram, but it
is used during the clustering procedure. Inspecting the equivalent hydro systems of clusters, e.g., 1, 5,
and 10, clearly reveals that the inflow pattern has an impact on the grouping results of the clustering
procedure. As becomes obvious, the clustering process determined ten clustered equivalent hydro units.

5.3. Merging Clustered Units

It is important to stress that the cluster centroids (circles) in Figure 6 are only to be interpreted as
an indication as to which equivalent hydro units are grouped together.

Setting up the clustered equivalent hydro system units is fairly straight-forward because almost
all equivalent hydro model parameters belonging to an identified cluster are simply summed up.
This means that the equivalent storage, pumped storage level, natural inflow profiles, as well as turbine,
pumped hydro turbine, pump capacities are each summarised to their clustered equivalent values.

For each clustered equivalent unit, however, the pump conversion coefficient ηP
h is calculated as a

mean, weighted by the installed equivalent pump capacity. What is more, the market area participation
coefficients of each clustered equivalent hydro unit is updated to meet the turbine, pumped hydro
turbine, and pump capacity allocation of the equivalent hydro units it aggregates.

6. Case Study

The following case study analysis presents a comparison of both the equivalent and clustered
equivalent hydro system model with the detailed reference hydro system model. With that in
mind, a power market simulation for the European energy market is carried out to identify the
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differences induced by using different levels of hydropower aggregation. Its objective is to minimise
the operational costs of the power system including the interactions with the heat and transport sectors.

6.1. Scenario Description

The analysis is based on a decarbonised energy scenario for Europe with significant coupling of
power, heat, industry, and transport sectors. This cost-optimised target scenario for 2050 is a result of
the SCOPE model which is continually being developed at Fraunhofer IWES. A detailed formulation
of the model is given in [43], and [44] contains a detailed input data description. Minimising system
operation and investment costs, while at the same time complying with a given carbon emission target
covering all relevant sectors, this deterministic generation expansion planning model is formulated as a
linear program (LP) for a full consecutive year (chronological 8760 h). All time series data depending on
meteorological information, e.g., wind and solar production, thermal and cooling loads, etc., is based
on COSMO-EU data [45].

By targeting a 95% reduction of carbon emissions in Europe by 2050 below 1990 levels (Kyoto
Protocol accounting rules), the scenario primarily needs the remaining 5% for non-energy emissions.
Regarding the transport sector, key assumptions are based on [46] by assuming a moderate increase
in transport performance and an overall share of electric vehicles in the amount of 85% by 2050.
As described in [44], the heating demands for both buildings and industry processes are subject to high
efficiency levels. Table A1 provides more detailed characteristics of the resulting power generation
mix in every considered market area, i.e., installed renewable, thermal, and storage capacity.

6.2. Power Market Simulation

The power market simulation is based on [47,48] and represents a standard unit dispatch problem
(LP formulation) minimising system operation cost, i.e., fuel, emission, and load change cost. Im- and
export between the market areas is ensured by 2030 net transfer capacities based on [49]. Moreover,
the heat market aggregation method proposed in [50] is employed to have an efficient implementation
of the power and heat sector interactions. To efficiently account for future ties between the power and
transport sector, the vehicle fleet model and aggregation presented in [43] is used. Carbon emissions
are priced at 100e/tCO2.

For the purpose of this study, a power market simulation for each of the three hydro system
model variants is conducted:

• Detailed (reference)
• Equivalent
• Clustered equivalent

The case study is implemented in MATLAB R2016a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and the
resulting optimisation problem is solved by ILOG CPLEX V12.6.3(IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) on a
High-Performance Computing Cluster (CPU: 32× 2.3 GHz, RAM: 252 GB).The detailed reference
problem consists of about 70.6 million continuous variables and 27.2 million constraints.

6.3. Results

6.3.1. Energy Production and Consumption

In Figure 7, the annual sum of net hydropower generation for all three model variants is given,
i.e., turbine generation (T) plus pumped hydro turbine generation (PT) minus pump consumption (P).
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Figure 7. Annual sum of net hydropower generation of detailed, equivalent, and clustered equivalent
hydro system models in all considered market areas.

Inspection of the resulting net generation figures reveals that, taken as a whole, there are only
minor differences in net hydropower generation among the different levels of aggregation. Despite
that, two aspects are noteworthy: first, NOR and SWE show slightly higher net generations while e.g.,
DEU, ESP, ITA and PRT exhibit small reductions in net generation for the more aggregated model
variants; second, for AUT slight net generation reductions become visible, but only for the equivalent
model variant. Moreover, BEL exhibits a negative net generation for all three model variants.

To better understand the above effects, a separate assessment of turbine generation, pumped
hydro turbine generation, and pump consumption is given in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Annual sum of energy generation and consumption of detailed, equivalent, and clustered
equivalent hydro system models in all considered market areas (black bars display share of non-hydro
energy consumption of pumps).
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As can be seen from the comparison of annual turbine (T) generation, both the equivalent and
clustered equivalent model variants exhibit marginally higher levels of production for almost all
market areas, particularly those with significant conventional hydropower generation capacity.

The pumped hydro turbine (PT) generation tends to be higher for the aggregated model variants,
although no clear pattern can be observed. More specifically, in many market areas, the pumped hydro
turbine generation of the equivalent model is even higher than that of the clustered equivalent model
variant. In the market area ESP, elevated pumped hydro turbine generation levels of the detailed
model variant become evident.

Regarding the pattern of pump consumption (P), the annual energy demand of pumps generally
shows higher values for the aggregated model variants and reflects the above observation of increased
PT generation. Furthermore, the indicated share of non-hydro energy (black bars) reveals whether
the energy output of hydro generation (T and PT), or non-hydro sources such as other renewable
or conventional generation, are consumed during the pump cycles. As can be seen, the share of
pumped non-hydro energy (below the bar) increases with the level of model aggregation. That said,
the share of pumped energy from hydro generation (above the bar) does not exhibit a clear tendency.
In some market areas, it is smallest for the clustered equivalent model variant, e.g., AUT, ESP, GBR,
ITA, and NOR, while it is almost constant (POL) or increasing in others, such as FRA, SVK, and SVN.

6.3.2. Scheduling Decisions

The resulting deviations in dispatching decisions from using the different model variants are
illustrated with the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Normalised mean absolute error (MAE) of turbine, pumped hydro turbine, and pump
schedules for equivalent and clustered equivalent vs. detailed reference model variant in all considered
market areas.
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The MAEs of turbine, pumped hydro turbine, and pump schedules, each normalised by the
corresponding maximum capacity, indicate deviations of about 5–10% for the most part. In some cases,
the deviations exceed 15%, but generally stay below 20%.

According to expectations, the deviations for the clustered equivalent hydro system model are
always higher than the deviations caused by the equivalent model variant. Most significantly, these
deviation differences can be observed for the turbine generation (T) for the market areas AUT, DEU,
GBR, and ITA.

Schedule deviations of pumped hydro turbine generation and pump consumption reveal some
level of correlation, although the normalised MAE of the pump consumption schedules tends to be
slightly bigger.

6.3.3. Solution Time and Objective Value

To provide results relevant to the pivotal task of finding adequate but computationally efficient
hydropower representations, the observed solution times and objective values are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of solution time and objective values.

Model Variant Solution Time Objective Value

In h % of Reference In bne % of Reference

Detailed 42.9 100.0 23.1 100.0
Equivalent 4.7 10.9 21.7 94.2

Clustered equivalent 0.5 1.3 21.2 92.0

As intended, both aggregated model formulations yield considerable reductions in solution time.
While a reduction to about 11% can be observed for the equivalent model variant, the optimisation
problem with the clustered equivalent model solves almost eighty times faster than the detailed reference.

Regarding the objective value, deviations of about 6% and 8% in system operation cost occur for
the equivalent and clustered equivalent model implementation, respectively.

7. Discussion

7.1. Limitations

There are a few simplifications and assumptions which need to be transparent when interpreting
the results of this analysis.

Most notably, the detailed unit model presented in Section 3 already constitutes a simplified
representation of the hydropower complex across Europe. Due to a lack of consistently available
micro-level data, it had to be built on the basis of publicly accessible information. Also, it has to be
stressed that the hydro reservoirs’ natural inflow profiles are based on the runoff parameter of the
ERA-Interim model in combination with average historical or planned production data. This can
only be seen as an approximation, but it offers a necessarily generic approach towards the even more
problematic issue of inflow data availability.

Regarding the model, a deterministic linear model of a hydropower system is built, which neither
accounts for head variations nor the travel of water. Given the high level focus on power markets,
the aforementioned data availability, and the purpose of this comparison exercise, this modelling
approach is deemed appropriate. Moreover, participation in balancing markets is not considered in
this comparison, but it could be easily incorporated into the equivalent hydro system models.

Furthermore, geographical locations, other than the market area affiliation, are not considered in
the clustering procedure. However, the clustering criteria could easily be extended to include this type
of information.
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A general simplification is to suppose that the natural inflows are known for the entire planning
horizon. This commonly made assumption is very debatable [15] and has lead to specialised
implementations involving stochastic optimisation. Though, the main purpose of the presented
aggregation approach is to be used in planning and investment problems with a sufficient
representation of operational flexibility, rather than in detailed generation planning problems for a
single hydro valley. Coupled with the fact that the same assumption is often made for e.g., the electricity
demand, as well as renewable generation in these kinds of models, the perfect foresight assumption is
deemed appropriate here.

Altogether, it has to be kept in mind that the state aggregation method’s dominant difficulty is
the loss of information that occurs during the aggregation process [8], which is an inevitable price to
pay if the computational burden is to be reduced.

7.2. Aggregation Effects

Comparing the equivalent and clustered equivalent against the detailed hydro system model
under the highly decarbonised energy scenario, it can be observed that the net power generation of
hydro systems in Europe only slightly varies and therefore gives a reasonable accuracy. Minor positive
deviations result from better utilisation of accumulated storage capacity and aggregated natural inflow.
Negative deviations can be attributed to increased pumped hydro cycles for the aggregated model
variants. These observations can be confirmed by the individual energy generation and consumption
comparison in Section 6.3.1.

Because the pumped hydro turbine (PT) releases energy from both natural inflow and previously
pumped water, interpreting its annual generation level is more intricate in comparison. This essentially
means that the pumped hydro turbine generation balance is not entirely reflected by the pump
consumption pattern, as is the case for e.g., AUT, PRT, and ESP.

An explanation for the elevated pump consumption (P) of the equivalent hydro system model
variant is the hydro and non-hydro energy shares. In almost all market areas, the share of non-hydro
energy used by pumping cycles goes up for both the equivalent and, even more so, the clustered
equivalent hydro system model. The system uses the additional flexibility introduced by the aggregation
measures to facilitate a better integration of non-hydro energy generation and consumption. At the
same time, the share of hydro energy used while pumping remains relatively high for the equivalent
model, but is particularly low for the clustered equivalent model variant. In other words, the increased
level of aggregation leads to a situation in which heterogeneous hydro units within a market area
see less and less need to balance each other, i.e., pump operation of one hydro unit while another is
releasing energy, because this can be done within the clustered equivalent hydro units.

It has been shown by the obtained schedule deviations that the scheduling decisions mostly
deviate below 10% of installed capacity, depending on the market area. For the more aggregated
clustered equivalent hydro system model, the scheduling deviations are generally higher, and in some
market areas the difference in deviations is particularly visible. Hence, the deviations suggest that in
those market areas the clustered equivalent model variant tends to make more aggregation errors than
in others.

The above findings also support the observed deviations in objective value, which can mainly
be explained by reduced utilisation levels of thermal power plants. A further reason for the smaller
objective value is the reduced fuel consumption of heat generation units, i.e., co-generation units and
backup boilers, because it is substituted by electric backup heating options such as heat pumps and
direct heating elements, see Table A1 and [50]. It has to be stated, however, that the seemingly large
relative deviations correspond to relatively low absolute operational cost figures. Given the scenario’s
high degree of decarbonisation, thermal power plants across Europe only generate about 168 TWh/a
of electricity. In fact, this number is even lower for the equivalent and clustered equivalent model
variants, 155 and 149 TWh/a, respectively.
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Although spillage results are not explicitly shown here, it can be said that spillage reduces with
an increasing degree of aggregation. Battery storage utilisation is only mildly affected by the hydro
aggregation since all market areas with battery storage units experience small cycle reductions in the
future energy scenario. Summarising, the aggregation leads to expected, but slight overestimations of
hydropower flexibility.

7.3. Performance of Aggregation Approach

It becomes clear that the aggregation approaches’ performance, to a non-negligible degree,
depends on the composition of the hydro complex in a market area. In other words, the mix and
allocation of storage, turbine, and pump capacity, their interconnection within the hydro systems,
as well as the nature of inflow profiles have a relevant impact on the aggregation approach.

All things considered, both aggregation approaches show a good performance in the future
energy scenario setting with a significant level of decarbonisation. When factoring in the savings
in computation time, the clustered equivalent hydro system model yields significant complexity
reductions while maintaining a reasonable level of accuracy.

8. Conclusions

On the basis of a bottom-up hydropower data base of European hydropower systems, novel
implementations of equivalent and clustered equivalent hydro system models are presented and
compared against the reference detailed hydro system model. The analysis of aggregated modelling
approaches for hydropower in Europe suggests that both aggregated model variants yield significant
reductions in computation time while keeping an adequate level of accuracy. Once an aggregation
becomes inevitable, it can be concluded that the clustered equivalent hydro system model is worth
the additional loss in accuracy to benefit from the significant gain in solution time. The aggregation
methods can easily be applied in different model types and may also be helpful in the stochastic case.
Future work could focus on more individualised clustering approaches in the considered market areas.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
MAE Mean Absolute Error
P Pump of pumped-hydro storage plant
T Turbine of conventional hydro storage and run-of-the-river plant
PT Turbine of pumped-hydro storage plant
DS Downstream
US Upstream
CHP Combined Heat and Power
PV Photovoltaics
CCGT Combined Cycle Gas Turbine
OCGT Open Cycle Gas Turbine
General
|A| Cardinality of set A
A \ B Relative complement of set A in B, {x ∈ A | x /∈ B}
hm3 Cubic hectometer
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Indices and sets
t ∈ T Index and set of time steps (h)
h ∈ H Index and set of hydro systems
i ∈ Ih Index and set of hydro plants belonging to hydro system h
i ∈ IP

h Index and set of hydro plants with pump capacity belonging to hydro system h
i ∈ IPT

h Index and set of hydro plants with pump turbine capacity belonging to hydro system h
j ∈ Jh Index and set of hydro reservoirs belonging to hydro system h
j ∈ JP

h Index and set of pumped storage hydro reservoirs belonging to hydro system h
k ∈ Khi Index and set of parallel plant connections belonging to hydro plant i of hydro system h
k ∈ Khij Index and set of parallel plant connections belonging to hydro plant i with a connection to

hydro reservoir j of hydro system h
Parameters
γ Water density (kg/m3)
g Gravity acceleration (m/s2)
hT

hik Net turbine head of hydro plant i of hydro system h (m)
hP

hik Net pump head of hydro plant i of hydro system h (m)
ηT

hi Average turbine efficiency of hydro plant i of hydro system h (-)
ηP

hi Average pump efficiency of hydro plant i of hydro system h (-)
ηP

h Equivalent pump conversion coefficient of hydro system h (-)
qN

hjt Natural inflow of hydro reservoir j of hydro system h in time step t (hm3/h)
qN

h Natural inflow of equivalent reservoir of hydro system h in time step t (MWh/h)
qPN

h Natural inflow of equivalent pumped hydro reservoir of hydro system h in time step
t (MWh/h)

κhj System conservation coefficient of hydro reservoir j of hydro system h (-)
φT

hik Downstream path distribution coefficient for connection k of hydro plant i of hydro system
h (-)

πT
hik Turbine energy equivalent coefficient for connection k of hydro plant i of hydro system

h (MWh/hm3)
πT

hj Average turbine conversion coefficient for hydro reservoir j of hydro system h (MWh/hm3)
π∆

hj Maximum conversion coefficient difference for hydro reservoir j of hydro system h
(MWh/hm3)

πP
hik Pump energy equivalent coefficient for connection k of hydro plant i of hydro system h

(MWh/hm3)
sinitial

hj Initial active storage volume of hydro reservoir j of hydro system h at beginning of the first
time step t1 (hm3)

sfinal
hj Final active storage volume of hydro reservoir j of hydro system h at end of the last time step

t|T| + 1 (hm3)
smin/max

hj Minimum/maximum active storage volume of hydro reservoir j of hydro system h (hm3)

smin/max
h Minimum/maximum active storage volume of equivalent hydro system h (MWh)

sP,min/max
h Minimum/maximum active pumped storage volume of equivalent hydro system h (MWh)

xT,min/max
hi Minimum/maximum turbine generation capacity of hydro plant i of hydro system h (MWh/h)

xP,min/max
hi Minimum/maximum pump consumption capacity of hydro plant i of hydro system h

(MWh/h)
xT,min/max

h Minimum/maximum turbine generation capacity of equivalent hydro system h (MWh/h)
xP,min/max

h Minimum/maximum pump consumption capacity of equivalent hydro system h (MWh/h)
xPT,min/max

h Minimum/maximum pump turbine consumption capacity of equivalent hydro system h
(MWh/h)
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Decision variables
xT

hit Turbine generation of hydro plant i of hydro system h during time step t (MWh/h)
xT

ht Turbine generation of equivalent hydro system h during time step t (MWh/h)
xPT

ht Pump turbine generation of equivalent hydro system h during time step t (MWh/h)
xP

hit Pump consumption of hydro plant i of hydro system h during time step t (MWh/h)
xP

ht Pump consumption of equivalent hydro system h during time step t (MWh/h)
shjt Active storage volume of hydro reservoir j of hydro system h at the beginning of time step t

(hm3)
sht Active storage volume of equivalent hydro system h at the beginning of time step t (MWh)
sP

ht Active pumped hydro storage volume of equivalent hydro system h at the beginning of time
step t (MWh)

qT
hikt Turbine discharge through connection k of hydro plant i of hydro system h during time step t

(hm3/h)
qP

hikt Pump discharge through connection k of hydro plant i of hydro system h during time step t
(hm3/h)

qS
hjĵt Spillage flow from hydro reservoir j to target reservoir ĵ of hydro system h during time step t

(hm3/h)
qS

ht Spillage from equivalent reservoir of hydro system h during time step t (MWh/h)
qPS

ht Spillage from equivalent pumped hydro reservoir of hydro system h during time step t
(MWh/h)

Clustering criteria
αh Degree of regulation of equivalent hydro system h (-)
βT

h Storage turbine ratio of equivalent hydro system h (h)
βP

h Storage pump ratio of equivalent hydro system h (h)
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Appendix A. Scenario Overview

Table A1. Installed generation and flexibility capacity of decarbonised long-term energy scenario for all considered market areas in Europe.

Market Area
Renewable Generation Capacity in GW Thermal Generation Capacity in GW Storage Capacity in GW

Wind Onshore Wind Offshore Solar PV+ Natural Gas Natural Gas Natural Gas Nuclear Battery Storage Power-to-GasOCGT CCGT CHP-CCGT* Steam Turbine

AUT 9.6 - 46.2 - - - - 0.8 -
BEL 4.8 6.0 48.4 - 6.5 4.9 - 3.1 -
CHE 2.0 - 53.6 - - - - 4.1 -
CZE 23.9 - 26.3 - - 4.0 1.9 0.2 -
DEU 112.3 31.9 192.4 3.3 - 22.2 - 6.6 -
DNK 16.0 6.0 6.1 - - 1.8 - 0.5 2.2
ESP 91.5 0.7 121.2 - - 3.8 - 6.8 4.3
FIN 18.2 6.0 - 0.5 - 3.6 1.6 0.6 -
FRA 158.4 2.0 156.0 - - 11.1 7.6 9.2 7.7
GBR 76.7 38.3 177.6 2.2 5.8 17.7 - 18.8 5.1
HUN 7.1 - 8.9 - - 1.2 - - -
IRL 10.2 3.9 13.0 0.3 0.4 2.0 - 1.3 2.1
ITA 63.8 0.7 204.9 - - - - 27.6 -
LUX 0.7 - 3.8 - 2.9 0.2 - - -
NLD 20.6 14.5 58.5 0.7 - 6.8 - 6.0 -
NOR - 5.0 - - - 0.7 - - 0.7
POL 73.5 2.3 114.2 4.1 5.5 11.7 - 11.8 6.2
PRT 16.3 - 38.1 - - 0.7 - 3.2 1.2
SVK 9.9 - 17.5 - - 1.2 1.3 - -
SVN 1.9 - 9.6 - 0.1 0.6 - - -
SWE 20.9 4.0 - - - 1.5 - - -
+ Shown values represent aggregate generation capacity of rooftop and utility-scale PV. * Flexible co-generation units, i.e. backup boiler and backup electric heating unit, with heat
extraction for district and industry heating demands.
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